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Tramferring files over the internet is extremely common, hence the protocol, FTP. 

However, the functionality, and reliability of FTP relies on lower layer protocols. 

Improved performance rnechanisms have yet to be deployed that combine the ubiquity of 

FTP, high reliability, and fault tolerance. This thesis describes the design and 

implementation of such a mechanism called Distributed File Transfer @FT). DFT 

establishes multiple FïP sessions with multiple FTP sites musferring different segments 

of a file simultaneously. It switches to other servers if some server becomes overloaded or 

unavailable- A Load Distributhg Server (LDS) in DFT collects server information and 

distniutes load among multiple servers. Experiments presented show that DFT is both 

d iable  and efficient, 
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Chapter 1 Intnrdtrction 

Chapter 1 
Introduction 

This thesis presents a reliable file transfer mechanism called Distributed File Transfer 

(Dm). The purpose of DFï is to increase the reliability of aansferring fiies over the 

Internet, 

DFT is a distributed system, It simultaneously transfers a target file from multiple file 

servers, DFT establishes multiple connections between the DFT client and file servers. 

Al1 connections a-ansfer different segments of a target füe at the same tirne. By 

distributing the transfer tasks arnong multiple distributed serves, DFï provides a reliable 

and efficient mechanism of file transfemng. 

DFT is designed to meet the requirements of today's computing environment, It works on 

a wide geographic distributed network and heterogeneous systems. It uses the most 
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Chapîer 1 lntrodtrctiion 

common and widespread protocol, T C P E  Thus, any nodes that have TCP/IP 

implementation can run Dm. Moreover, the hardware independent language Java was 

chosen as the programming Ianguage to implement DFT. With these two features, DFï 

can work on most computers throughout the largest distributed environment, the Intemet. 

1.1 Distributed Processing 

Distributed computing environments have been widely adopted to increase a system's 

reliability and performance. A distnbuted system normally contains: nodes or hosts and 

the network itself- Workload is distributed among computing nodes and nodes are 

comected by the network The network is responsible for the transfer of information 

between nodes. The information includes control information, distributed code and 

dismbuted data, 

There are two kinds of distribution, method distribution and data distribution. Method 

distribution makes each node dc a different task. In method distribution, a large 

computing task is divided into many small tasks and the nodes wifl process the small 

tash simultaneously. Data distribution distributes replicas of the data or part of the data 

to different nodes. Thus, if some nodes fail, the data is still available to users. In general, 

method distribution increases the performance of a system and data distribution increases 

the reliability. 



Chapîer 1 Intmdtrcîion 

To achieve reliability, the nodes that contain the data should be widely spread apart The 

degree of reliability determines the degree of decentralization. Two servers c m  be 

mounted in different racks in the same room. This configuration can endure one server 

failure but cannot tolerant a power failure of the building. Or we can put servers in 

di€ferent buildings. But this cannot tolerate an earthquake in that area- Sometimes, to 

avoid a large-scde disaster, the nodes would be dism'buted across the country or 

continent, 

However, wide scale distribution b ~ g s  another problem- The more widely the nodes are 

separated, the larger the network is. The larger the network is, the more complex it is, too, 

The constmction of such a reliable, fast and large network will be very costly. Moreover, 

this network should be multi-purpose in addition to that particular distributing 

application. 

Therefore, a very large network is needed to increase the reliability and that network 

should carry the information of the distributed system, as well as other information for 

dHerent applications. Fortunately, we now have such a network at hand. Moreover, we 

c m  use the network with nearly zero cost. It is the Internet. 
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chapter 1 1ntroducb-on 

1.2 The hternet 

The Internet was bom in 1969. It was conceived by the Advanced Research Projects 

Agency (ARPA) of the U.S. government and was first h o w n  as the ARPANet, The 

original aim was to create a network that would allow users of a research cornputer at one 

university to be able to communicate with research cornputers at other universities. When 

it was designed, the idea of reiïability aiso was weaved into the structure of Internet, The 

internet is designed as a packet switched peer-to-peer communication system. Therefore, 

if one router fails, packets cati be rerouted through other routers to their destinations. 

Even if part of the Internet is destroyed, the remaining part can stU work 

From the day it was forrnulated, the Internet has been growing at an exponential rate 

mson l994] .  figure 1 shows the number of hosts comected to the Internet. According 

to the research of Paxon, the traffic in the hternet is also growing at an exponential rate. 

Wth this fast growth, geographic distribution becornes increasingl y cost effective. Man y 

new applications take advantage of global connectivity and the low communication costs 

of the Internet. A VPN (virtual private network) wyan1999] is one example that uses the 

Internet as a communication network to constmct a private network just as a workgroup 

on a LAN. Other applications such a s  Web switching [APa] [APb] take fidl advantage of 

the redundancy of the hternet to provide quick and efficient service to users. 
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Figure 1 the Number of Hosts on the Internet from 1995 to 2000 FC20001 

Arnong aU the applications on the Internet, fiIe uansfer is a very basic but very usefül 

application. FTP is the application that transfers fiIes between F P  clients and FTP 

serves on the hternet- It has been used since 1971, The wideiy accepted standard of FTT 

is defmed in RFC 959, 1985 PR19851. It specified the application that allows a user to 

retrieve files fiom a remote FïP server. FTP relies on TCP. The reliability of TCP 

provides reliability of FïP itself. It has many features that makes file transfer among 

heterogeneous system possible- Recent RFCs have developed FTP's security features 

m l 9 9 7 1  and FTP over IPV6 [AOM1998]. 
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Today, FTP is the second most widely used application on the hternet in terms of t r a c  

PSC20001. Computers that connect to the Tnternet need to transfer files between each 

other from time to tirne- Nearly every software Company has their own FïP site for their 

customers to download the Iatest products or patches. Many famous web sites such as 

''www.download.com" and 'tvww.tucows.com" provide a semice that collects popuIar 

dowdoad files over the Internet- Users access their sites and download the file that 

interests them. Some search engines also have dedicated FïP search engines that c m  

search through ail the mirror sites of the Intemet for a file, One example is Lycos's search 

site pycos] that can search for on FTP file name, 

Because the demand for downloading a file is throughout the Intemet, FTP server 

mirroring is widely irnplemented. Many FTP sites have many mirror sites distributed 

around the world, The mirror sites contain the same copies of files as on the original 

server. Therefore, a user in Winnipeg can download a file frorn the mirror site that is 

located in Winnipeg whiIe a user in China can download the same copy of the file from 

the mirror site in China. This approach generally c m  keep the trafic local and achieves 

better performance- 

However, if an FTP site has too many user comections, the speed of the site wiI1 be slow. 

Most FïP servers have limits on the maximum number of concurrent users. New users 
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have to wait until the server has an idle connection. Altematively, the user can try to find 

another mix-ror site or another FTP server that contains the sarne file and download the 

file from there, This procedure does not happen automatically, users have to wait or 

switch servers manuaily. 

1.4 Motivation 

1.4.1 Statement of ProbIems 

FP is widely used and easy to implement. However, it has problems with reliability, 

performance and scaiabiiity The problems are mostly caused by the growth of the 

number of users, tac, and the diversity of the internet itself. Several problems with 

traditional FTP include: 

1. The load can easily exceed the capacity of the semer. Under this circumstance, the 

server wiii refuse new connections in order to maintain performance. 

2. While some servers are quite busy, other mirror sites may be quite ide in contrast, 

Users tend to downioad f ies  from the servers wirh which they are familiar. Therefore, 

although there are many rnirror sites around the world, the load may not be equaily 

dismbuted among them. 
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3, When a server is brought down for upgrade or maintenance, all users will Iose their 

connections with the server and the FïP sessions will be interrupted, 

4. New FïP servers need a lot of advertisement to make them known to users. 

The reliability problems are apparent when a user is downloading fdes fiom a semer. The 

reasons that cause the file transfemng process to be seriously degraded or broken are: 

1 The link (either physical or Iogical iink) between the client and server is congested or 

bro ken. 

2. The server is not available due to too many simultaneous users or  the system is down. 

Looking into the problems that Fi? is facing, one notes that poor traffic allocation is a 

key component of the problem. When a server is too busy, if there is a mechanism that 

redirects a new user to an idle server, the server unavailability problem will be solved. 

When a server or the link to the server is down, if there is mechanism that transparently 

switches the user to another rnirror site, there wili be a reduction in the number of 

problerns associated with hard faults or outages. 
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Chapter 1 Intmdfr~on 

1.4.2 The Objective of DFT 

Distributed File Transfer (DFT) is designed to solve these problems. DFT can a l h a t e  

server resources acccrding to their availability and utilization- Therefore, we obtain 

reliability, scalability and efficiency by making better use of al1 file servers in the Internet, 

This approach makes ail FTP servers that contain the same files a "cluster" and 

distributes load among thern, 

The design concept of D R  is briefly described as follows: 

1. In order to switch among servers, a client connects to multiple file servers to 

download f ï e  components simultaneously. This approach improves the performance 

of file transfer in general. 

2. The client monitors a i l  connections to file servers to detect failure and congestion 

problems. If some connection is broken, the DFT cIient should have suEcient 

intelligence or means to decide which server it should switch to and switch to that 

server immediately. 

3. There should be a Load Distributing Server (LDS). The LDS h o w s  ali N e  servers so 

that it can provide a server Iist to a client. Thus, the LDS will take care of the load 
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distribution among d l  servers and the client will focus on nle t r a d e r  among a srnail 

set of servers. 

With the design concept in rnind, the following table gives the main goals that DFT will 

achieve: 

Reliability File transfer is not intempted even when servers or Iinks are dom.  

Serves can be geographicaliy separated arnong many sites. DFT should 

offer anti-disaster level reliability, 

A client downloads multiple segments simdtaneously from a carefuiiy 

chosen group of servers. F ie  transfer load is dynamically distributed to 

achieve best performance. 

Scalability A new server can be added at any time and anywhere. Load can be 

distributed to the new server as long as it registers itself with LDS. 

Compatibiliv File transfer is based on the most widely adopted protocol, FTP. This 

feature makes our system easy to implement and compatible with the 
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existing Internet, 

Transparency The failure recovery process should be transparent to user. 

This section gave a brief background on distnbuting cornputkg, the Internet and File 

Transfer Protocol (FïP). Based on that, the problems of current file tramferring on the 

Intemet was presented, One of the reasons for file transfer problems is poor load 

ailocation. Therefore, a distributed file transfer mechanisrn was presented The last part 

of this section provided the concepts and the objectives of the DFT methodology. 
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Chaptef 2 R elated Work 

Chapter 2 
Related Work 

This section introduces some reiated work on the reliabiIity of file tramferring and load 

distribution topics. Section 2.1 introduces the very basic protocol, FTP. Section 2-2 

introduces appiications that take advantages of the checkpoint resume property of FTP. 

Section 2.3 introduces the round-robin DNS mechanism to distribute load arnong hosts 

and section 2.4 introduces the solutions that perform ioad balancing based on Internet 

trafic. 

FïP sessions maintain two connections between an FTP ciïent and an FîP server. One 

comection is control comection and the other is data connection. The control connection 

is connected to the well know TCP port 21 on the server end The data connection port is 

generally connected to port 20 on the server end. Files are transferred only via the data 
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connection. The control connection is used for the transfer of commands. FTP comrnands 

and responses are transferred in the same manner and format as Teinet, 

In FIT, the packet level error detection and recovery is carried out by TCp However, at 

the application level, FïP has the checkpoint restart mechanism that user can resume 

downloading a file fiom a given checkpoint, The checkpoint restart procedure is defined 

in block and cornpress transfer modes, Most FTP servers implement the checkpoint 

restart function, A user can issue a command via the control comection to the server to 

indicate from which checkpoint would it like to start the downloading procedure. The 

server will then begin to transfer the file fiom that checkpoint when the user gives the 

start downloading cornmand. A typical procedure is as foilows: 

1. A user sen& comrnand "REST 10 00 O" to the server indicating that it wants to 

download the file from the checkpoint 10000- 

2. The server gets the command and prepares to m s f e r  file h m  the lO0OOLh byte. Then 

the server responds the user wirh a "3 5 O Res tar t ing a t 10 O 0 0 . Send STORE 

or RETRIEVE to initiate transfer." 

3. The user proceeds by sending a command "RETR targetf ile" and the server 

begins sending the 'mgetfile h m  the checkpoint. 
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There are many FîP cornrnanbs. Following table introduce some of them that will be 

used in this thesis. 

USER 

PASS 

PORT 

TYPE 

The argument field is a Telnet string identifying the user. This command together 

with the PASS command authenticates a user to access the files on the server. 

The argument field is a Telnet string identifying the password 

The argument is a HOST PORT specification for the data port to be used in data 

connection, The fields are separated by commas. A port command wodd be: 

PORT hl, h2 , h3 , h4, pl, p2 where hl is the high order 8 bits of the internet 

host address. The p l  and p2 are the local TCP port nurnber, represented in 8-bit 

decimal format, 

The argument specifies the representation type, Mostly it is set to 'TYPE 1", 

which is used to transfer binary Nes. 

- - 

This command causes the server to transfer a copy of the target fde. 
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REST 

SIZE 

The argument field represents the checkpoint at which file transfer is to be 

restarted This comrnand does not cause file transfer but skips over the file to the 

specified data checkpoint. This command s h d  be immediately followed by 

command, 

The argument specifies a file name. This comrnand returns the size of the file. if 

the file does not exist, a response with code 5yz wiIl be returned 

The response of a FTP server is sent via the control connection too, The response starts 

with a three-digit code, followed by a human understandable sentence that explains the 

response- The leading code has predefined meanings. Therefore, a DFT client can judge 

the response by the code. The meanings of the fmt  digit of the code are as  follows: 

l y z :  The requested action is being initiated; expect another reply, 

2yz: The requested action has been successN1y cornpleted- 

3yz: The command has been accepted, but a further command is required 

4yz: The comrnand was not accepted and the requested action did not take place, but the 
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e m r  condition is temporary and the action may be requested again. 

5yz: The command was not accepted and the requested action did not take place. 

2.2 Checkpoint Resume Applications 

Many FTP applications take advantage of the FITP checkpoint restart property to realize 

file-downloading resurning- Some examples are GetRight [Headlight], D o d o a d  

Accelerator [Speedbit], Net Vampire [Afreet] and G o d a  [padiate]. Most of them are 

freeware or shareware. 

They are actually FïP clients that support checkpoint restart procedure. When the link 

between the FïF client and server breaks, they will remember the breakpoint. When the 

Iink is recovered again, they can automatically resurne the Fie transfer from the 

breakpoint, 

The advantage of these applications is that they can recover the fde transfer process from 

broken h i c ,  client crash, or server reboot. Most of the time the recovery procedure wiil 

take place automaticaliy- However, there are the following shortcomings: 

1. Al1 of them are implemented on the client end only. The users still have to find the 

server and the füe by themselves manually. 
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2- Checkpoint resume applications do not take advantage of multiple file servers that 

already exist. 

3. If the file semer is down, the client does not switch to other available senrers 

automaticaily- 

23 Round-Robin DNS 

Round-robin DNS prisco 19953 is a fked configuration method that can distribute traff~c 

among many hosts. The mechanism of round-robin DNS is as foilows: 

1. A DNS has pre-configured multiple IP addresses associate with a given domain 

name. 

2. When a dornain narne resolve request is received by the DNS, it responds with one of 

the multiple IP address. The selection of IP address is based on a round-robin manner. 

For example, if there are three servers that have the same content. The server's addresses 

are 10.0.0.1, 10.0.0.2, and 10-0.0.3. In the DNS, it associates alI these three address with 

the domain name www-rrd-example.corn- The first request to resolve 

wwv-rd-exurnple.com gets the machine at 10.0-0-1, the second at 10.0.0.2, the third at 

10.0.0.3 and a fourth will get 10.0.0.1 again. 
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Round-robin DNS is easy to configure and implement. It c m  perforrn load balancing on 

Internet traffic including web as well as FïP traffic. However, it has no idea of the 

load of a server. If a server is over loaded or removed, the DNS will still direct traffic to it 

according to its round-robin schedule. 

2.4 Internet Load Balance Solutions 

There are many sophisticated load balance solutions for Internet traffic. Some of them are 

irnplemented in software and some in dedicated hardware- Some examples of these 

solutions are "Content Smart Web Switching" of AnowPoint [APa] [APb], the "BIG P" 

of F5 PSI. The common properties of ail these solutions are: 

1- These solutions have awareness of the load, speed, geographic position, and many 

other performances parameters of the servers. 

2. They are intelligent enough to distribute all types of Internet traf5c arnong the servers 

according to the semer's performance. 

3- Most of the solutions have the concept of application layer flow switching, which 

monitors the application layer packet header to make switching decision, 

These solutions are quite cornplex and most of them require special software and 
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hardware instalIations, They may also require agent software instaIled on servers so they 

can monitor the performance parameters of serves. They do very good job on load 

distributing. However, most of them are quite expensive and they can only do load 

distribution within an htranet, 

2 5  Cornparison of DFT and Other Solutions 

DJ3 is aimed at providing a reliable file transfer mechanism in the Internet. This goal is 

realized by comecting a DFT client with multiple file servers. D F ï  is not a solution on 

the client end, but a solution on both the server and client ends. DFT has awareness of 

multiple serves' availability and speed. LDS distributes load arnong FTP servers. 

Furthemore, DFT makes use of the existing FTP servers and mirror sites to provide the 

server "duster", which makes the cost of DET very low. 

Although DFï does not provide as good of Ioad balance functions as the solutions 

introduced in section 2.4. DFI' is still very good at fdure  recovery during file transfer. 

This is the main purpose of our design. 

This section introduced some applications and solutions that increase the reliability and 

efficiency of file tramferring on the internet, They are a l l  related works that have 
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similarity with the DFT project, However, DFT has unique properties as presented in the 

last section. It maintains multiple connections with multiple file servers to hcrease the 

reliability of fùe transfer. That is why it is of interest to design and implement Dm in this 

thesis, 
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Chapter 3 
Distributed File Transfer Architecture 

This chapter presents the architecture of DFT that was developed in this thesis. Section 

3.1 describes the outline of the overall system architecture. Section 3.2 introduces the 

two-layer model of DFT. Section 3.3 descnbes the working procedure of DFT and section 

3.4 gives the fault tolerant mechanism of DFT after introducing a three-Iayer failure 

model. 

3.1 Distribution Architecture of DFT 

DFT has a distributed architecture. It contains three components, DFT clients, a 

Lod-Distributing Semer (LDS), and multiple fle servers. Figure 2 shows a typical 

layout of these three components. The distributed architecture of DFï makes it suitable 

for reIiable fde tramferring. 
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File Semr B in 
File Server A in Wdpeg 

Figure 2 m i c a l  DFT System Layout 

DFT's distribution properties can be described 

foiIowing distribution properties: 

different aspects, has the 

Data Distribution - The data in this thesis refers to the file a user is going to download. 

In order to achieve reliability, a £iIe iS replicated on many file servers. Each N e  server 

supports segment tramfer-of the file. Segment transfer means a user can request an 

arbitrary length of segment of a fille from a file server. Thus, a user can request different 

segments from different servers and assemble those segments together to get an 

integrated file. 
. - 

Geographic Dimibution - AU cornponenrs in DFT system can be distributed across the 

Intemet. In Figure 2, there is one DFT client, one LDS and three file servers. We 
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illustrate the geographic distribution by placing the f i le  servers, which carry the data, in 

three different cities, In addition, the client and LDS codd be anywhere. Geographic 

distribution is a key property that makes DFT reiiable, 

Heremgeneous S js tem - DF;T can run on different platforrns- In our thesis, DFI' clients 

and the LDS are implemented in Java, which generates platform independent codes. 

Therefore, D F ï  can run on Windows, L i n d n i x ,  Mac OS or any other operating system 

that support a Java virtual machine 

T C P m  Connectivify - DFT requires a l l  cornponents comected with each other via 

T C P E  The types of connections to the Intemet do n m  matter. We can assume Our client 

connects to the Intemet through a dial up Iine; the LDS is through an OC-3 ATM 

conneetion, the file servers through fast Ethernet. 'Fhey connect to the hternet via 

diEerent ISPs. The only requirement for DFT is al1 parts of the systern communicate with 

each other via TCPm 

The following sections wiil give a brief description on each component of DFï. 

3.1.1 DFT Client 

A DFT client is a software appkation that runs on an end user's cornputer- When a DFT 
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client downloads a file, it opens multiple TCP connections to a group of servers 

simultaneously. From each server, it downloads a different segment of the file- The 

segments are assembled into the target file at the DFT client in a synchronized manner- 

A DFT client tests the speed of the link when it connects to a file server. The speed is 

used to determine the segment size that should be dodoaded  from that server. If server 

A is faster than server B and C, the DFT client will request a longer segment h m  server 

k 

When a segment cannot be downloaded fiom the H e  server, the DFT client wili attempt 

to download that particular segment from another server- 

about Ne servers. 

3.1.2 Load-Distri buting Server (LDS) 

One thing a DFT client need not wony abou 

The DFï client sen& requests to the load distributing server CDS) to get information 

troduces a new .t is where the file is- D F ï  in 

component that dynamically updates the latest file information on each server. It is a 

Load-Dismbuting Server (L.DS). 

An LDS maintains a table that contains information about file servers. The information 
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includes server names and addresses, directory structures, and the f i e  server's avaiIability. 

This is important information based on which a client can determine which servers it 

should choose. 

An LDS has two parts inside it- The first one is a file information database, which is 

iearned and maintained wWe DFT clients request files. The second one is a search 

engine that can search local and remote databases for a certain file. An LDS provides a 

uniformed entrance for a l i  clients. From the client point of view, an LDS acts as a füe 

search engine. When a DFT client wants to download a file, it sen& a search request to 

the LDS, The LDS will search for the file in its local database, if it dose not find it, the 

LDS will search using a public FP search engine. Then the LDS gives the DFT client a 

Iist of file servers, teIling the client where the file is. The LDS does not physicdiy contain 

any fiIes, 

The other function of the LDS is to distribute the file transfer t-c according to server 

and network situations. An LDS collects the information of a server availability through 

one of two ways: one is information inserted manuaüy by users; the other is inserted by 

the LDS itseif when it fin& the target f ie  from the public search engine. Then LDS 

figures out which group of servers is the %est" for the DFT client to download Ne from, 

and tells the client the information about these servers. 
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3.13 File servers 

File servers are servers that contain data, DFT clients establish connections with hem 

and download segments of mes from them. File servers must have the following 

properties: 

Redundaricy - one target file should have multiple copies on different servers, 

Segment dowzloadable - a DFï client c m  download an arbitrary length of segment of a 

fde from a füe server. 

In this thesis, traditionai FTP servers act as DFT file servers. FIT' is a weltdefmed 

standard file transfer protocoI. FIT servers are ubiquitous in the Internet. The first 

criterion is met because there are many FTP mirror sites, which contain duplicate fdes, 

FTP servers meet the second criterion too. Standard FTP protocol supports checkpoint 

resume, This means that an FTP client c m  download frorn an arbitrary point in the 

middle of the frle, and thus the client can get a segment of the frle. 

DFT takes full advantage of FïP. DFT turns individual FTP mimr sites into a fully 

redundant server "clusters" by implementing FTP commands in both our DFT clients and 

the LDS. 
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The next section 

Toronto 

. 
DFï Client 

Figure 3 DFT Client and D m  File Servers 

TraditionaI FTP uses two TCP connections. One is a control connection at port 21 to send 

FTP commands and read responses. The other is a data connection that transfers a füe 

between a client and server. 

Figure 4 shows the two connections of FIF session. One connection's function is control, 

and the other's is data transfer- However, FP mixes these two types of connections in 

one server client pair. The FTP server is in charge of both controiïing and transferrïng, If 
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the server fails, al1 connections will be lost. 

Figure 4 FTP ~nsporta t ion  Mode1 

The FIT mode1 is simple and good for a one-server environment However, in a 

dismbuted reliable file tt-ansfer architecture, there are more than one file servers. The 

control part in the DFT implementation must be enhanced, Therefore, it is a betier to 

separate control co~ec t ions  and data connections. There are two different layers in D R  

the control-layer, and the data. layer. The following functions are integrated into the 

control layer: 

LDS requestdreply 

Server starus cdculation 

Dowdoad process monitoring 

Download task allocation 

Failure detection 

Download resumdrecovery 
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The data layer will concentrate on the following functions: 

1, FiIe dowdoading 

2, Status reporting 

3, Fdure detection 

The DFT No-layer model is depicted in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Figure 5 shows the 

two-layer communication model compareci to FTP model while Figure 6 shows different 

connections belonging to the controI Iayer and data layer. 

Conuol Connection / 
Data Connection 1 

Data Connection 2 1-1 

Figure 5 DFT Logical Transportation Mode1 

The control layer and data layer establish their own connections. Connections between a 

DFT client and an LDS are control Iayer connections, Connections between a DFT client 

and fde servers are data-Iayer connections. 
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The DFT two-layer model separates the data m e r  and transfer control parts. Wïth this 

model, it is possible to establish and maintain multiple data connections between one 

DJT client and several DFT file servers, With this modeI, we can enhance both conml 

and data transfer layers segarately, Thus, we c m  provide a more robust f i e  tramfer 

system- 

H e  Server A Frle Server B 

T. t--) Control-layer connections -- 4 Data-layer connections 

Figure 6 DFT Control-leveI Connection and Data-level Connection 

The following sections disuss these two layers in detail. 

32.1 Controi-layer Connection 

The purpose of a control-layer connection is to control and maintain data connections, 

Before a DFT client begins downloacüng a file, it does not know where the file is. 
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Though a control-layer connection, the client makes an enquiry at the LDS and l e m s  

where the target files are Iocated and the condition of the Ne servers- Then the client can 

start data level connections with those servers and start the data btansfer. 

When data transfer is in progress, the client wiIl report information to the LDS about the 

iink to the server- This information is used to help the LDS calculate the semer's 

performance and the link's speed. This statu reports wilI also be transferred to the LDS 

through control-layer connections. 

Generaily, control-layer connections are established between a D i T  client and an LDS. 

However, when a file cannot be found in an LDS's local database, the LDS wïIl connect 

to a file search engine to fmd that particular file- This kind of connection is concerned 

with file information retrieving. We classify these as control-layer connections, 

Periodically, an LDS will poli file servers in its database to know if they are available. 

This is done by establishg connections between the LDS and the file servers, This will 

help the LDS provide more accurate information to DFT clients. This type of connection 

is a third type of control-layer connection, 

Control-layer connections are responsible for starting, stopping and resuming data 

connections. The download control thread in the control-Iayer keeps monitoring the 
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situation of dl data connections, In the case when data connections stall or fail, 

control-layer connections wiIi reestabïish other data connections to substitute the 

compromised ones. This isolation and enhancement of control connections ensures the 

reliable m s f e r  within DFï. 

S m  Report 

Figure 7 DFT Two-layer Mode1 and Their Functions 

36.2 Data-Iayer Connection 

Data-layer connections are established when the "real" part of DFI' cornes to work When 

a client downloads a file frorn DFï file servers, it establishes data-layer connections 

between itseif and the file servers. The target file is transferred ttirough data-layer 

connections. One data-layer comection is responsible for one piece of a fde segment. It is 

not concemed about the fde's availability, nor is it concerned about failure and recovery. 
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All a data-layer connection needs to do, is download the segment of the file under the 

instructions of a control-layer connection, 

However, while data connections are transferrïng data, the control layer keeps monitoring 

each data connection. As soon as a control layer detects a data connection's unusual 

behavior, it wili adopt an appropriate action- A data comection is responsible for 

reporting any failure to the control layer, 

Just as the DFT mode1 has two layers, the working procedure of DFï has two steps: 

1. Target file query and searching 

2. Multi-comection file downloading 

33.1 Target File Query and Searching 

Target file query and searching is the main task of the control layer, When a DFT client 

wants to download a file, it will establish a control layer connection to the LDS. Through 

this connection, it sends a request to the LDS. The request includes a query, which asks 

the LDS information about the target file. The LDS receives the request and searches its 

locai database. If it fin& the related record about the file, it will respond to the client with 
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the corresponding information. Thre information includes the file name, nle servers* 

addresses, and file locations. After Che client get this response h m  LDS, it cm start file 

Server 

TARGET-DAT , Vancouver lopvdatal 
Toronto ~domiloacu 

A DFï riiPrnt asks LDS for a file TargetDAT. 
LDS replies d f h  the information of those m e r s .  

Figure 8 Queries and Rœply between a DFT Client and an LDS 

If the W S  cannot fmd an entry for rthe requested fïie in its local database, it will send a 

query to an F P  search engine- There are many FTP search engines publicly available, 

One well-know search engine is Lycas FTP semh engine &ycos]. in our irnplernentation, 

we use this one. After receiving the r reply h m  the FTP search engine, LDS wiil add the 

reply to' its own database and at the same tirne, respond to the DFT dient with the new 

added record 



if nothing is found in both the local database and the public search engine, a negative 

reply will be sent to the DF ï  client The file downloading procedure will be terminated 

33.2 Multi-connection File Downloading 

File dowdoading is the main function of the data layer- The data Iayer gets instructions 

h m  the control layer and performs data transferrhg between a DFï client and file 

servers. 

Once the DFT client gets a positive answer from the LDS, it sends downloading 

instructions to the data layer. Downloading instructions corne from the LDS reply. The 

DFT client parses the repl y and knows which servers contain the target file. For exarnple, 

in Figure 8, three servers contain the file. Then, three dowdoading instructions will be 

passed to the data layer. The DFT client's data layer then tries to estabIish three data 

connections with al1 three servers. Each data comection is actually an FTP comection. 

M e r  data connections are estabiished, the client will test the speed of the connections as 

weii as the availability of the target file. The speed is simpIy tested by sending FTP 

"SIZE" commands and calcuiating the elapse time between sending the command and 

receiving the reply. The response of ''SIzE" is the N e  length in bytes. If the file is not on 

the file server, the response wiLl begin with an e m r  code. Thus, the FTP "SIZE" 
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command and reply tests both the server's access and the file's mmilability. 

According to the speeds of the servers, DFT client calcuiate the Iength of segment from 

each file server it shodd download. DFT uses the following formuia to calculate the 

segment length li : 

Where si is the speed of server i, and N is the number of servers. 

The segment length is calculated in such a way that ail data connections should last 

approximately the sarne amount of the .  This will maximize the overall downloading 

performance. However, the server's speed is a variable that changes from time to time. 

As such, the speed variable is just an estimate. Even with this approximation, 

performance of downloading is greatly improved and likely near optimal. Chapter 5 will 

present the performance tests of DFI'. 

The DFT client starts to download each segment from each file server simultaneously 

once the segment lengths of ail servers are determined, The client synchronously wntes 

each segment into the local fiIe. 
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While downloading from each semer. al I  data connections have a timeout vdue set. 

When there is no data h m  the semer within the timeout period, this data connection wiU 

tenninate its downloading and report to the conml layer. The control Iayer WU tell the 

data connection of other available servers (if there are any) for this data connection and 

this data connection cari resume its downloading task 

figure 9 shows a DFT client downloads three segments h m  three file servers. 

DFï Client 

Figure 9 Multiple File Segments Downloading 

3.4 Fault Tolerance 

Before presenting the fa& toletance feature of DR, this section d l  discuss a 
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classification of faults and correspondhg reasons for their occurreme. A layered failure 

model is introduced in the first section. It wili help in detecting a failure and the recovery 

fkom it. After that, a failure recovery technique will be described, 

3.4.1 Layered Failure Model 

A failure model is very helpful to detect and recover M m  failures. For reference, a 

communication network has a seven-layer OS1 (Open Systems Interconnection) reference 

model. Sirnilarly, to analyze failures, we define a three-Iayer failure model. See Figure 10 

for the cornparison of the two models. 

1 Applid-on Layer 1 
Reseotalion Lam 

Tramportacion Laycr 

OS1 Refcrcncc Model 

I Application hycr 

Figure 10 OS1 Reference Model and Three-layer Failure Model 

The three-layer failure model has the following Iayers: 

Application layer failure - Application failures are the failures that can be positively 

detected at the application Ievel of DFT client. These kinds of fdures are normaily 
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caused by the application itseK The reasons for application failures are normaily N e  

server malfùnctions- For example, when an FïP server has too many users Iogged in, it 

will ban new users and respond with a "421" error code. This wiil terminate a data 

connection and thus the corresponding segment cannot be downloaded. A failure such as 

a login failure, authentication failure, and destination fide's availabïiity failure al1 can be 

detected as soori as the file server responds with a negative reply. These are typical 

application layer failures. 

Application failures do not tear down network connections- When application failures 

occur, the communication between DFT client and file server is still active. The DFT 

client can still send commands to and read responses from the file server. 

Nehvork layer failure - Network failures are the failures associated with a malfunctioning 

network or those failures that cannot be positively detected by the DFT client- Such 

failures do not send any message to the client. A DFT client can detect a network failure 

when its TCP connection is broken or a preset timeout is fired- Most network failures 

happen because of network problems, such as network congestion, link failure, etc. 

However, sometimes, a DFï client cannot know the reason of a network failure, To a 

DFï client, all tirneout events look the same. When a timeout occurs, the DFT cannot tell 

whether it is because the network is too busy or the server at the other end has stalled. 
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Hatd,vare layer failure - Hardware layer failures are the failures that occur on the DFT 

client side- They are caused by a DFT' client's malfunction. The reasons include a client's 

power failure, a full hard drive, a network interface being down, an operating system 

crash, etc. This type of faiIure generally causes a l l  downloading connections to be 

terrninated. If the failure is caused by a power failure, the entire client wiIl be killed. 

When this kind of failures occurs, the DFT has to recover its job h m  the break point 

recorded by the client before it stopped. 

The three-layer failure mode1 is defmed from the DFT client point of view. Thus, an 

abnormal crash of a remote server has the same effect as a physicai link break Although 

to the server, it is obviously a hardware failure, but to the client, the only symptom is 

TCP comection timeout. This is the same as a network failure. However, if the file server 

gives alarms before it haIts, this failure wiLl be detected by the DFT client and the failure 

is classified as an application failure. 

Next section will discuss how to detect the failures and the appropriate recovery action in 

DFï implementation. 

3.4.2 Failure Detection 

Failure detection can take place on both the control layer and data Iayer. When the control 
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layer detects failure, it will try to recover from it immediately. When a data layer detects 

a failure, it wiU stop its current job and n o t a  the control layer- 

When faihres occurs, we have to detect them as soon as possible. In the DFT system, we 

have two ways to detect a fdure: 

1. Failure code detection 

2, Timeout detection 

Failure code detection is used to detect application layer failures, When application layer 

failures happen, a DFï client still has connection with the file server, It detects the failure 

by parsing the response fiom the other end of the connection, 

When a DET client makes a connection or sends a cornmand to a file server, it will 

receive a string as a response. The string wili begin with a three-digit number followed by 

a sentence explaining the response. A typicd response is iike this: "22 6 Transfer 

complete . " As we discussed in Chapter 2, we can judge the response by observing the 

three-digit code. A code Iarger than 400 generally indicates an incomplete service. If a 

client reads such code from the server, it knows there is problem. In Appendix A, we give 

a file server response code and explmation list. 

Through failure code detection, ali application failures can be detected immediately. Such 
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failures include a) server not available, b) f i e  not found on server, c) too many users, d) 

login failures and, e) f d u r e  to establish a data comection. 

Tirneout detection is a conunon method when detecting network failures- When network 

failures occur, there wiil be no messages uansferred through the comection, TCP timeout 

makes the connection retransfer, However, this does not work if somewhere inside the 

network is down. To avoid this problem, a DFT client sets timeout on each connection, 

When the timeout frres, The DFT client assumes that the comection does not work and 

switch the task associated with it to another comection. 

There are two types of timeouts, the command-response timeout and the data tirneout, 

Command-response timeout is used on control connections. After a DFT client sen& out 

a command, it starts the timer, If tirneout fires before it receives the response, the client 

stops this control connection. Data timeout is set on a data comection, We set a timeout 

in each data connection socket. If the eIapse time between two packets is longer than the 

timeout, the client assumes the data connection is down, or the network is becoming 

congested, 

Through timeout failure detection, network fdures can be detected. 

In spite of failure code and tirneout detection methods, other comrnon failure detection 
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methods are also used in Our implementation, For example, if a TCP pipe is broken 

before our preset timeout tires, the DFT client also detects it and treats it as a timeout 

event, 

3.4.3 Failure Recovery 

Failure recovery is the work of the control layer. When the controI Iayer detects a failure 

or receives the failure report from the data Iayer, it will do the following steps: 

1. Record the latest status of the faiied coanection, 

2. Terminate the failed connection. 

3. Choose another comection that can do the terminated job. 

4. Switch the job to that comection. 

To improve performance, in step 3, the DFT client will choose the fastest server to switch 

the tenninated job. The speed of server is tested at the begùrning of a comection, 

This four-step recovery procedure is suitable for al l  application and network failures. 

However, when hardware failures occur, the DFT client itself is terminateci Since the 

cornputer on which the DFT client is running crashes, human intervention is required. 

The dowdoading job c a .  only be resumed when the DFT client runs again. To recover 

fiom such a failure, we have to record the s tatu of ail connections on a hard drive. Given 
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the hard drive is readab1e when the DFï client cornes to Iife again, the client recovers al i  

connections by reading the status record In the implementation, a DFT client penodicaily 

(every second) records the stms of aü connections' on the hard drive, Through this 

method, hardware fdure  at the DFî client can be recovered as weU. 

TARGRDAT TARûEïDAT 

Figure 11 Job Switching when FaiIure Occurs in DFT 

S-=Y 

This chapter has presented the architecture of the DFT that we developed for this thesis, 

We introduced the distribution structure and the three parts of the DFT system. FoiIowing 

that, we presented the two-layer working model of the DFT. We detailed the working 

procedure of DFT. AS for failure recovery, we introduced the three-Iayer faiIure model 
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and descnied the recovery procedure of ou. system- The next step is to detail the design 

of the DFT client, LDS and file semer. 
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Chapter 4 
DFT Implementation 

This chapter gives a detailed implementation of a DFT client and an LDS. Section 4-1 

inmduces the implementation tools. Section 4.2 describes the implementation of the 

DFT client and Section 4.3 describes the implementation of LDS. 

4.1 Implementation Tools 

DFT is designed to be plarform independent. The implementation tool must rneet this 

goal. We chose Java as Our prograrnming Ianguage to implement the DFT client and the 

LDS. The GUI interface of the DFT client is implemented in JFC. As for the DFT server, 

we use existing FP servers. 

4.1.1 Java 

Java was introduced by Sun Microsystems in 1995. One of the design goals of Java is to 
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provide a programrning Ianguage that c m  develop applications suitabIe for distributed 

computation environrnents, AU java applications can run on different platforms, This 

portability makes Java widely accepted as a programming language in developing 

Internet applications, Since its introduction, Java has been widely supported. Ail major 

Web browsers include a Iava virtual machine and almost ali major operating system 

developers (BM, Microsoft, and others) have developed Java cornpilers to support Java, 

The major features of Java are: 

Java is object oriented, and very simple. In order to take advantage of modem 

software development methodologies and to fit into distributed client-server 

applications, Java is designed as an object oriented Ianguage. Iava has sirnilar syntax 

as compared with C/C++. Therefore, developers familiar with CE++ can quickly 

adapt to Java and find it is easy to learn and use. 

Java is an interpreted Ianguage. This feature makes the development cycle much 

faster. Developers need just compile and run their code, Link and load steps are not 

issues in Java, Furthemore, Java's just-in-time compiler can dynamicaily compile 

Java bytecode into executable code- This tremendously improves Java application's 

performance, 
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Java applications are portable across multiple platforms. Java applications never need 

to be poaed - they wiïï run without modification on multiple operating systems and 

hardware architectures. A Java program is complied into bytecode. The interpreter, 

Java virtual machine (JVM), interpets Java bytecode and executes it on a computer's 

hardware at run tirne. JVM hides. all ciifferences between difîerent hardware and 

operation systems from the Java application, This is why Java can create applications 

that are denoted Write  Once, Run Anywhere". 

Java applications are robust, The memory management of Java is not a burden for the 

developer. The Java run-tirne system takes care of al1 memory management tasks. 

This feature heIps Java applications avoid ill-fonned memory operations. Unlike 

programs written in UC++, Java has no pointers. This means an instruction in Java 

program cannot contain the address of data storage in another application or in the 

operating system itself. Both situations can cause poor memory allocation and 

release operations, which in tum cause system to terminate or "crash". 

Java has built in support of rnuitithreading. This feature improves the performance in 

applications that need to perfonn multiple concurrent activities, such as multimedia 

and GUI. 

- 
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Iava applications are adaptable to changing environments because developers can 

dynamically download code modules from mywhere on the network 

0 Java applications are secure. This feature is necessary for an application that needs to 

nui across the Internet, The Java run-time system has built-in protection against 

viruses and tampering, 

In suinmary, the Java Programming Language platfonn provides a portable, interpreted, 

high-performance, simple, object-oriented prog-;unrning laoguage and supporting 

run-tirne environment. For these reasons, it was selected for this project, 

4.1.2 Java Foundation Classes (JFC) 

The Java Foundation Classes (JFC) is a signScant cross-platfonn graphical user interface 

component and services solution. It was first introduced with the Java De~elop~ent  Kit 

(JDK) software release 1.1 and was a joint work of Sun, Netscape, and IBM. Now JFC is 

delivered as part of the Iava platform. It can be used to develop Iarge scale, 

mission-critical intra.net and Internet applications. 

Java Foundation Classes is based on the original AWT. It aIso includes many of the key 

features of Netscape's Internet Foundation Class (IFC). It extends AWT by adding a 
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comprehensive set of graphical user interface class libraries and is compatible with al1 

AWT-based applications. 

JFC has the foilowing features: 

JFC is core to the Java platform and reduces the need for bundled classes. 

All new JFC components are JavaBeans architecture-based JavaBeans is an 

architecture and platfonn neutral API for creahg and using dynamic Java 

components. Therefore, developers can create more compatible and portable Java 

applications and applets with EC 

0 No framework lock-in. Developers can easily bring in third party's cornponents to 

enhance JFC applications. 

JFC cornponents are cross-platform. 

JFC subclasses are fully customizable and fdly extendible. 

4.2 DFT client's implementation 

4.2.1 DFT Client's Function Block 

A DFT client a n s  on a user's cornputer. It responds to a user's input and carries out 
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appropriate actions, Briefly, it has three function blocks: download threads, a download 

thread contmller and a logging thread. Figure 12 shows the data flow and conwl 80w 

between these function blocks. 

Figure 12 Function Blocks of a DFT Client and the Information Flow between Them 

Download rhread - Each dowdoad thread takes care of a file uansfer session with one 

file server, A DFT client may have one or several download threads. Each thread 

dowdoads a segment of the destination fde from a frle server and writes it into the local 

save-as fde. When aii dowdoad threads f ~ s h  successfully, the file downloading is 
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ChMer 4 OFT lrmlementation 

The functions of a file download thread include file server log in, file semgment request, 

and downloading status report for the logging thread and controller thread A download 

thread stops if one of the following conditions is met: 

1. The number of bytes it downloaded equals or exceeds the segment length. This means 

the download thread frnishes successfully. 

2. There are fasures stops the download thread- 

Once a thread stops downloading, the corresponding file download thread sets its 

finish-flag. The download thread checks how many bytes it has downloaded. If the length 

is less than expected, the segment is not cornplete- The download thread sets the stall-flag, 

The download controller ùiread can check these flags. If the f~sh- f l ag  is set and the 

stall-flag is not set, the segment is completed successfully. Otherwise, if the finish-flag is 

set and stall-flag is set too, the segment is stopped but not cornpleted. 

Table 1 shows the combinations of finish-flag and stall-flag and their meanings. 
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Finish-flag 
O 
O 
1 

Stall-flag 
I 
O 
O 

- -  

Meaning 
No t defined 
Downloading is in progress 
Downloading finishes successiùlly 



1 1 1 1 1 Download finishes but this segment is not corndete. 1 

Table 1 Meanings of Finish-flag and S tall-flag combination 

Download threaà controller - The download thread controller rnakes sure that a Dm 

client can resume its work when some file servers are not available- A dowdoad thread 

controlier periodicdy monitors the status of al1 download threads, When it finds a 

download thread is staLled (finish flag set but number of downloaded bytes is less than 

segment Iength), i t  wiU select another active £île server and switch the stalled dowdoad 

thread to that server. 

Logging rhread - The logging thread periodicdly polls ail download threads for their 

Iatest progress- It quexies the information on the file server's address, segment length, 

beginning position of the segment, and how many bytes the download thread has aiready 

downloaded. rt also queries the finish and stall flags of the download threads. Then, it 

writes ail the information into a log file on local hard disk. 

If d l  download threads are terminated, the DFï client can check the log file to h o w  

where should it resume the work Therefore, even when the DFT client's cornputer 

crashes, the download work can still be resumed from where it stopped. 

The following flow charts and explanations show the detailed working procedure of a 
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DFI' client- They are organized in following order: 

Figure 13 shows the overall download procedure of a DIT client. Table 2 explains each 

block. Figure 14 shows the working procedure of a controiler, Table 3 explains each 

block. Figure 15 shows the working procedure of a dowdoad thread- Table 4 explains 

each block. Figure 16 shows the working procedure of the timer. The timer is used by 

both the controller and the logging thread, Table 5 expIains each block. 

input Target File e 

Save as diaIog Y-l 

Figure 13 OveralI Download Procedure of a DET' Client 
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Input target file 

New download? 

Get server Iist h m  
LDS 

File found? 

Get server Iist, 
checkpoint, segment 
len,oth from log file 

Recover dialog 

User select servers 

Save as dialog I 

-. . . . 

This diaiog asks the user which file he wants to download, 

Check if the log fde exists; return false if it exists, true if not. The 
log N e  is created and updated when a download is in progress, if 
the download process finishes successfully, the log file will be 
deleted- Otherwise, it remains on the hard drive. 

The DFT client sends a search request to the LDS, the LDS 
searches its database, if it fin& the location of the target Ne, it 
will reply to the client with a list of servers that contains the file. 
Otherwise, it will reply to the client with Wot Found". 

Reads the LDS response and checks wfiether the response 
contains a server list or not- 

If the log file exists, the DFï client reads and parses the log file. 
Then it bows  where the target frle is located and the breakpoints 
where the last download process tenninated. 

This dialog Iets the user confimi the recover h m  a cenninated 
downloading process. If the user chooses not to recover, the 
dowdoad process will start h m  beginning. Otherwise, the 
download thread wiU resume from where it left, 

This dialog gives user a Iist of choices on which semer(s) he 
would like to use. The DFT client will download £kom the servers 
the user has chosen 

rhis dialog Iets users choose where he want to Save the target file. 
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Start Controller Start a new downioad &ad controkr- 

Table 2 Explanations of DFT client's overall behavior flow chart 

Start ControlIer a 
For al1 server in server List 

Create Download thread r 
Start Download thread 

Remove server from server List 

Server Iist empty? 

Q = = l  
Calculate segment length and checkpoint 

I 

Create log fie + 
Notify ail download threads 

to start downloading their segments 

Figure 14 Working Procedure of a Controller 
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Create downioad 
thread 

Start download thread 

1 Wait for notify on login 

Remove server from 
server list 

Calculate segment 
Iength and checkpoint 

For each server in the server list, mate a download thread with 
the semer's address, user narne and passwod 

Let the download thread try to log into the server with the 
usemarne and password, 

If the download thread c m o t  login to the server, the download 
t h a d  will notify the controller with a login failure. This 
situation maybe due to the server not being reachable, too many 
users on the server, or authentication failure. Otherwise, a 
download thread notifies the controller with a login success. 

If login faifs, the semer is no longer available for this 
downloading procedure, Therefore, it is removed from the server 
list. Furthemore, as the download thread associated with this 
server is useIess, it is deleted too. 

If no servers are available, the server list will be ernpty. The 
downloading procedure cannot carry on any more and the 
download procedure is tenninated. 

At this stage, ai l  dowdoad threads associated with the servers in 
the server Iist have successfully logged in and obtained the 
server's speed. Therefore, the segment length of each download 
thread can be calculated according to different server speeds- 
The faster the server is, the larger the segment is. After al1 
segment lengths are calculated, the checkpoint of each segment 
is easily obtained Later, al1 segments wiLl be inserted in the local 
save-as file at the corresponding checkpoint. 
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N o t e  a l i  download 
threads to start 
dowdoadùig their 
segments 

Start timer 

A log file is created in the working directoty- Its file name is 
'kget  file-log". 

After the segment Iength and the checkpoint are caiculated, the 
d o d o a d  thread is ready to dowdoad the segment. The 
controller notifies the download threads to start downloading, 
From this stage on, a real data transfer procedure commences. 

- - -- - -- - - - - - 

The controller starts a timer. This timer will check the status of 
a.U download threads periodicaily, In addition, it will log the 
progress of each download thread, 

Tabïe 3 Explanations of DFT client's download thread controller flow chart 
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Login and Test speed 

N d t Q  controIler 
iogin success 

Wait Tor Conuoiier's 

 star^ downloading 

Read packet to bufFm m 
Write packet to local file i 1 

More data? L 
Exceed segment lengrh? @ 
close data comection - 

Figurez 15 Working Procedure of a Download Thread 

successful, it sends FïP  SIZE command to the server, Then the 
download thread records the response time. Speed is calculated 
by dividing the rzsponse length by the response time. 

Log in and test speed 
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The download thread Iogs in the FïP server. If the login is 



Notifv controIIer login 
success 

1 Notify controiier login 

Wait for controller's 
1 notification to start 
1 downloading a segment 

Send retrieve command 

Read packet to buffer 

1 Write packet to local 
file 

- - 

Truc if login success. False if not, 

If there is a login success, the download thread's login method 
retums a Boolean me, The controller can read this return value- 

If Iogin fails, the download thread's login method returns a 
Boolean fdse, The controller can read this return value- The 
download thread wiU terminate itseli. 

Waits for the controller to calculate the segment length and 
checkpoint. Download threads cannot start downloading if the 
checkpoint and segment len,ath are unknown. 

Sends retrieve commands to the Ne server and starts to receive 
data. This step indudes opening a data socket to receive FïP 
data 

Reads arriving data packet fiom data socket, 

If a socket timeout event occurs, the comection to the server is 
assumed lost, The server either becomes too slow or is no longer 
avdable. This is a failure. The download thread sets its stall flag 
and closes ail data connections. It now is waiting for the 
controller's instruction. 

The download thread locks the local file from other download 
threads' writing. It moves the file's write pointer to the last 
position it left and continues writing the packet into the local 
File. After writing, the download thread unlocks the local file. 
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Update counters 

More data? 

Exceed segment 
length? 

Close data connections 

Download thread stops 

The counters include the overall bytes ai i  download threads have 
downloaded, how many bytes this download thread downloaded 
and the position where the mite action left- 

- - 

If the socket's input Stream ends, there is no more data- 

If the number of bytes this download thread downloaded is 
larger or equal to the segment length assigned to it, it has already 
fuiished its segment- 

Close the FTP control connection and FïP data comection to 
the semer, 

The d o d o a d  thread stops. if it is stalled (stall flag set), it is 
waiting for the controller 's further instructions. 

Table 4 Explanations of D m  client's download thread flow chart 
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Read Download Threads' counters 

Update log file l 
l 

Check Threads' 
finish and stall fi ags 

Select an avaiiable server 

" Connect the download chread 

Restart the thread to 
continue downloading 

Figure 16 Working Procedure of the Timer 

Timer's default intexval is set to 1 second 
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Read downioad 
threads' information 

Read information from every download thread. The information 
includes: server address, usemame, password, target fde name, 
target file path, target file length, checkpoint, segment length, 
and the number of bytes that have been downioaded. 



Check download 
threads' finish and stall 
nags I 

Any thread stalls? 

AU threads finished? 

Delete log file 

Any server available? 

Connect the download 
thread to this server 

Restart the thread to 
continue downloading 
the rest of its segment 

Update the log file with the information just read 

Check the download threads' finish and staI1 flags, 

Ka stail flag is set, that download thread is stalleci- 

If finish flag is set, that dowdoading thread has finished. 

When the downloading successfully finishes, the log fde is no 
longer needed Therefore, it is deleted 

If a download thread's stalf flag is not set, the server associated 
with that download thread is available, 

Get the server's address, username, password, and target file 
path. 

Set the downioad thread associated with this server, Le., change 
the server address, usemame, password, and target file path. 

CIear the downioad thread's stall flag and finish flag Advance 
the checkpoint by the number of bytes this d o d o a d  ùiread has 
already retrieved, Iess the segment lene& by the sarne amount. 
Set bytes retrieved to zero, then, let the download thread start to 
retrieve data f'rom the new server again. 
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Table 5 Explanations of DET client's timer flow chart 

Chapter4 DFT lnpIementati'an 

43.2 Major Classes in DFT Client 

Stop timer 

ControlConnection 

The controller and logging process as are stopped. 

ControlConnection sen& commands to the file server and receives corresponding 

responses. It connects to a file server on TCP port 21, which is FIT' control port. If the 

response shows the server is not available, ControlConnection throws a 

ComrnandExce p tion, 

DataConnection 

DataConnection receives data from a file semer, It maintains a TCP connection and reads 

data frorn that comection. Meanwhile, it writes the data into a local save-as file in a 

synchronized rnanner, It also updates the counters with the nurnber of bytes it has written, 

and the nurnber of bytes all instances of DataComeetion have written. 

DownloadThread 

The DownloadThread uses ControIConnection and DataConnection to download a 

segment from a file server- It catches exceptions thrown by both of the two classes. It sets 
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flags to indicate the status of downloading. The flags are stail flag and finish flag. if stall 

flag is set, the segment has not been downloaded successfdly. If the stall flag is not set 

and f h s h  flag is set, the segment is downloaded successfully. 

Getit 

The class Getit is a controller class that controls an array of DownioadThreads to 

download a file h m  different file servers. It is in charge of getting the server list from 

LDS, a s s i m g  a segment to each server and creating an instance of DownloadThread 

associated with that server, and making sure ali instances finish successfully. The 

controller provides a method to check the status of al1 DownloadThreads. It can also 

write the status into a log füe on a local hard disk. If the controller detects that a 

DownloadThread has stalled, it can switch that thread to another file server to resume 

dowdoading the semgment, 

LDSConnection 

The LDSConnection gets the server list from which a target file will be downloaded- It 

has two methods to get the server list, The first is parsing a local log file. The other is 

getting a response fiom an LDS. A log Ne exists when a dowdoading procedure was 

intemipted. If the target fie's name is "TARGET', the log file is named as 

'TARGETJog". It is a simple text fde. The file's format is as follows: 
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fine 1 f tp -download- corn /pub/win95 /internet anonymous aea. corn d: \i, exe 

3007751 O 2197504 O 6450606 O O 

f ine2  ftp-icq-corn /pub/icq/win9S/internet anonymous aQa.com d:\i,exe 

3204166 2197504 4253102 O 6450606 O O 

Each line in the log fde stands for an instance of the DownloadThread, The items in a line 

are separated by a space, The first item is the fde semer's address- The second one is the 

path.information- The third and fourth are usemame and password, The fifth is the locd 

save-as fie. The sixth is the speed of the semer, The seventh and the eighth are the 

checkpoint and lene@ of this segment. The ninlh is how many bytes have already been 

downloaded by this thread, The tenth is the total length of the target H e -  The elevenùl 

and the twelfth items are the finish and stall flags of this thread. 

4 3  LDS implementation 

4.3.1 LDS Function Blocks 

LDS waits for connections h m  DFT clients on TCP port 6666. The communication flow 

between a DFT client and LDS is depicted in Fi,- 17. 
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DFï ment LDS Public Se& En- 

Get 
taqe t file name 
from user 

Pane the 
~=FQ= 
From LDS 
Cet server Iist 

Target FiIe enquiry 

L 
Se- local dambase 
Get information on 
Target file 

Analyze the resuIt 
Get server list 
Update local database 

Search Target file 

Figure 17 Communication between a DFT Client and an LDS 

As shown in Figure 17, there are four steps for a DFT client and LDS to frnish 

communication: 

Step 1. A D R  client sends a target file search request to LDS when the client gets a 

mget file name h m  user. 

Step 2. LDS searches its database to get records of the target fde. 
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Step 3. LDS sends the resdts back to DFï client, The resdt will be records of file servers 

that contain the frle if the target file is found- If the file is not found in the local database, 

the LDS wili send a query statement to the public FTP search engine, If the frle is found 

in the search engine, the LDS wilI add the records into its database and send them to the 

client. Otherwise, the LDS WU respond with a string of "Not Found". 

Step 4- The DFT ciient parses the response and begins to download. If the response is 

'Not Found", the client stops. 

The local database in the LDS is a simple text file. Each line in the text file represents a 

record. A text fde was selected as the data source mainly because of its simplicity. Any 

pladorm, Windows or Unix, supports text files very weU, Each line of the text file has 

following fields: server address, path that the target file locates, username, password, and 

target fde Iength. These fields are separated by a space. 

The response of an LDS is several lines of text. Each line is a record of a server that has 

the target file. The line has the same format as the line in the database text fde as we 

described before, 
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43.2 Major Classes in LDS 

The LDSServer listens on port 6666 and accepts new connections from DFï clients. 

When a new connection is accepted, it creates a thread of LDSServerThread to handle the 

comec tion. 

LDSServerThread 

The LDSServerThread r a d s  the target fde enquiry and sen& the results back after it 

searches its local database. Lf it cannot fmd the target file, it sen& "Not Found". 

Get 

Get tries to send a search query to the CG1 gateway of the FTP search engine and 

anaiyzes the results. The search engine in our code is the Lycos FïP search engine. The 

Lycos search engine accepts H?TP GET commands to send CG1 commands to its search 

engine. The GET comrnand is as foilows: 

"GET 

/ c g i - b i n / s e a r c h ? f o r m = 1 y c o s n e t & q u e r y = ~ a L g e & d o i t = G o + G  

e t + I t % 2 l & f  i l e t y p e = A l l + f  iles" 
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The search engine wiU reply with an HlTP formatted page that contains the results. Get 

searches through the results and finds the right information for the f i e  servers, 

This chapter described the detail implementations of the DFT client and the LDS. The 

DFï clients and LDS are both implemented in Java- The GUI of DFT client is 

implemented using JFC- 
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Chauter S b n m e n t s  and Data Anahsis 

Chapter 5 
Experiments and Data Analysis 

This chapter gives a series of experùnents that explore the features of the DFT 

architecture. First, the design of the experiments are described, including the goals that 

the experiments are to achieve and the environments of the experirnents. After that, 

experimental data is collected and analyzed. The data shows both the reliability and 

performance features of DFT. The Iast section is the sumrnary of this chapter. 

5.1 Experiment Design 

The last chapter illustrated the irnplementation of al i  components of a DFT system, An 

experirnent is carried out in this chapter to test the features of DFT, DFT has many 

features, as we described in Chapter 1. However, among them, only the most important 

features will be tested here. These features are: 
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1, The reliability of DFT, 

2- The performance of D m  

One of the motivations of designing DFT is to increase the reliability of €de transfemng. 

Therefore, the f m t  thing to test is if the implementation meets this goal and how weil it 

fits our requirements, If DFï's performance is poor, it is not practical. Therefore, the 

experiment must also test the performance of the implementation, 

5.1.1 Experiment Goals 

ReliabiZie Test - DFT can detect and recover from many kinds of failures- According to 

the layered failure mode1 developed in Chapter 3, there are application Iayer failures, 

network layer fdures and hardware layer failures. Different failures lead to dserent 

detecting and recovery procedures. The experiment should reaiize or simulate these 

different failures. DFT should detect all those failure and recover from them. 

The test rneasures the overall failurdrecover tim when applicable. The overall 

failure/recovery time is the time elapsed between the failure occurrence and successfid 

recovery. It has two parts. The first part is failure-detecting time, which starts from the 

tirne failure occurs and ends at the tirne the Dm detects the failure. The second part is the 
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recovery tirne, which starts h m  the time when the failure was detected and ends at when 

it is recovered The overall failure/recovery time should be very short compare to the 

downloading tirne. 

The failurdrecovery time is applicable when the failure c m  be automaticaily recovered. 

However, if the DFT client is halted or the network interface of the client fails, human 

intervention has to be perfonned. A DFT client cau only resume downloading after the 

failure of the system or the network is recovered from. Therefore, the failurdrecovery 

time does not have practical meaning. In these scenarîos, the experiment only tests if the 

failure can be recovered fiorn- 

Performance test - DFT is designed not only to increase the reliability of file transfemng 

over the Internet, but also to improve the performance of f i e  transfemng. By 

simultaneously dowdoading from multiple file servers, D F î  is expected to increase 

throughput when the number of servers increases. 

The experiment will test the file transfer rate when a DFT client is downloading a file 

fiom multiple serves. Different resdts will be compared when different numbers of file 

serves are chosen 
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5.12 Experiment Environmen t 

5.12.1 Network 

DJT is designed to transfer long files over the Intemet, Therefore, the network in the 

experirnent will be over the Internet, The servers are distributed throughout the Intemet 

and the DFï client that resides in the lab is connected to the hternet through the campus 

network 

The target We is referred t;o as F in the experiment. F s  name is "Q3ADemo.exe". which 

is the demo version of Quake III- It is vex-y popular and many FTP sites have copies of it. 

The Iength of F is of 47M bytes. This .file is chosen because it is big enough to pmvide 

enough downloading time. During that time, the file transfer rate becomes stable and 

reiiability tests can be perfonned. Yet, the size is not too big so that it represents a typicd 

target file in todayis Intemet environment. 

5.1.23 DFT Servers 

In the experirnent, seven servers contain E They are listed in Table 6. 

- - -  
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Server Address 
ftp.aros.net 
ftp.cdrom.com 
ftp.pipex,net 

Path 
/pub/games/Quake3/Q3ADerno,exe 
/. 1/3dfiles/games/Q3ADemoOexe 
/uunet~games/qua.ke3/Q3ADemoOexe 
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Table 6 DFT sewers in experiment 

Note that server 198,162,153-1 18 is a server in the lab, This server is used to simulate the 

5.1.2.4 DFT Client 

The DFI' client runs on a Sun workstation in the lab. The client connects to the Internet 

through the campus network, The network interface of the client is a lOMbps Ethernet. 

The Java environment is JDKS se1.3. For the purpose of data analysis, the DFT client 

uses a cons01 mode instead of a graphical user interface mode. The consol mode uses a 

text interface and therefore is more efficient in terms of system resources. 

5.2 Reliability Test 

5.2.1 Server Failure Recovery 

When the DFT client is downloading the target fde, we reboot the server to sirnulate a 

semer failure, The DFT client has a socket read timeout set to 20 seconds, When the 

server is down, no more data can be read on that socket. Twenty seconds later, the 
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timeout fires and the DFï client detects the failure, Therefore, the detecting tirne is set at 

20 seconds. The experimental data shows it precisely- The timeout is set to 20 seconds so 

that a ternporary delay on the network will not trïgger switching of the server, In addition, 

when one downloading îhread has failed, other downloading threads wiii still work 

Therefore, during the time of failure recovery, the DFT keeps downloading the file, The 

overail downloading procedure will not be terminateci 

The DFT client will try to reconnect to another file server afier it detects the failrire, This 

procedure depends on the response speed of that server. If the server is fast in response, 

the recovery time is short. Otherwise, the recovery time will lx longer. It also depends on 

the amount of welcome messages that a server sends to a client when the client logs in, 

Our experiment shows a typicd vaiue of 3 seconds- 

TabIe 7 shows the failurekecovery time of the experiment 

1 198.162.153.118 1 ftp.pipex.net 1 20 seconds 1 2 seconds 1 23 seconds 

Table 7 Failurdmcovery time when a semer faik 

Failed server ( Alternative server 
198.162.153.1 18 1 fta.aros.net 
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56.2 Hardware Failure Recovery 

This experiment simulates a link failure by unplugging the network cable of the server. 

DFT client use the same method to detect and recover link failure as server failuse- Table 

8 shows the test results of Iink failures. 

1 Failed server 1 Alternative server 1 detecting time 1 recoverv time 1 fail over tirne 1 

Table 8 Faiiure/recovery time when a semer's link fails 

198.162.153.118 
198.162.153. 118 

5.2.3 DFT Client Failure Recovery 

This experiment simulates the DFT client's failure by killing al1 DFT client processes on 

ftp.aros.net 
ftp.pipex.net 

the workstation, Then, we execute the DFT client again and let it download the same fde 

as before. The DFT client successfully checks the log file and resumes the interrupted 

5.3 Performance Test 

20 seconds 
20 seconds 

This expenment selects four serves to perfonn the performance test. We record the 

download speed of each thread associated with each server and plot them according to 

3 seconds 
2 seconds 

tirne, in order to get the speed of the tramferring, we onIy use the stable section of the 

23 seconds 
22 seconds 



speed to calculate the mean speed Note that at the beginning, the speed increases sharpiy 

and becomes stable after about 50 seconds. 

Egure 18. Figure 19, Figure 20 and F i g ~  21 illustrate the speed of each thmd. Figure 

18 corresponds to the server ftp.aros.net Figure 19 illustrates ihe threads of the servers 

ftp.aros.net and ftp.cableinet.net Figure 20 illustrates an additional server 

ftp.csufresno.edu and Figure 21 has an additional server ftp.cdrom.com. Table 9 gives 

the throughput camparison. y 

Figure 18 Downloading Speed of One Servet 



Figure 19 Downloading Speeds of Tivo Servers 

Figure 20 Downloading Speeds of Three Servers 
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Figure 21 Downloading Speeds of Four Servers 

- - - - - - - - - -- -- 

Table 9 DowuIoadingrate with different number of servers 

Number of Servers 
1 - 

2 
3 

The overall throughput of DFT is compared in Figure 22, h figure 22, we found that 

generally speaking, downloading throughput increases when the nurnber of servers 

increases. Specificaiiy, the throughput of two servers is nearIy the sum of each one's 
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throughput, 

Figure 22 Throughput of DFT with Different Number of Semers 

However, the throughput of five servers is very close to that of four servers. This may due 

to three reasons. First, the additional semer's throughput is not significant. Second, the 

overail throughput reaches the limit of the network's bandwidth Third, too many 

downloading threads increase the DFT client's burden. As the data shows in Table 9, the 

highest rate is near 1.4 M bps, 

This chapter presented the design and implementation of the experiments and tests for the 
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DFï system. The main features of DFT, which are reliability and efficiency, are checked 

and tested- As the results show, DFT can detect and recover from server failures, network 

failures and the DFï client failures. By distributing the downloading task among multiple 

serves, DFT increases the overd1 throughput- 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 

This thesis presented the designed and implementation of a reliable fde transfer 

mechanisrn over the Internet. It also presented a three layered failure mode1 contributing 

to the failure recovery philosophy of DFC 

Distributed file transfer @FI') increases the reliability of file transfer on the Internet. 

DFT achieves this goal by downloading different segments of a file from multiple file 

servers sirnultaneously. The reliability of DFT' increases when the nurnber of servers 

increases. DFT can be deployed in the Internet to provide a global level reliable file 

transfer system. The failure/recovery tirne of a single thread of D F î  is adjustable, This 

thesis shows a typical faiiure/recovery time of around 20 seconds for the recovery of a 

hard failure. 
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The throughput of DFï increases when the number of servers increase- Due to the 

simuItaneity feature of DR, multiple downloading strearns raise the throughput of DFT 

to the limit of the hardware. In the experiments of this thesis, the throughput of four 

servers increaSes by more than 100% than that of one semer. 

Future work of DFï includes increasing the capacity of the LDS. It is also better to 

implernent an LDS search engine of its own and put its search results in dedicated 

database system. We may even consider increasing the reliability of the LDS. For 

exarnple, we cm provide multiple LDS for DFT client to increase reliability. On the 

server side, DFT can maintain some kind of agent like SNMP that reports the usage of 

the server, so that LDS can provide more precise information to the DM' client. 
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Appendi~ A: Numeni: Order Lisî of FTP Repk Codes 

Appendix A 
Numeric Order List of FTP Reply Codes 

110 Restart marker reply. 

in this case, the text is exact and not left to the particular implementation; it must 

read: 

MARK yyyy = mmmm 

Where yyyy is User-process data strearn marker, and mmrnm server's equivalent 

marker (note the spaces between markers and "="), 

120 Service ready in nnn minutes- 

125 Data connection already open; transfer starting. 

150 File status okay; about to open data connection. 

200 Command okaY 

202 Command not implernented, superfluous at this site. 

21 1 System status, or system help reply. 
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212 Directory status- 

2 13 File status- 

214 Help message- 

On how to use the server or the rneaning of a particular non-standard cornmand 

This reply is useful only to the human user. 

215 NAME system type. 

Where NAME is an official system name from the list in the Assigned Numbers 

document. 

220 Service ready for new user. 

22 1 Service closing control comection. 

h g g e d  out if appropriate. 

225 Data comecaon open; no transfer in progress. 

226 Closing data comection. 

Requested fde action successful (for example, fde transfer or file abort). 

227 Entering Passive Mode (h l,h2,h3,h4,p 1 ,p2)- 

230 User logged in, proceed. 

250 Requested file action okay, completed. 

257 "PATHNAME" created. 

33 1 User name okay, need password- 

332 Need account for login, 
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350 Requested fde action pending M e r  information. 

421 Service not available, closing control connection- 

This rnay be a reply to any command if the service knows it must shut down- 

425 Can't open data connection. 

426 Comection closed; transfer aborteà 

450 Requested frIe action not taken. 

File unavailable (e-g-, file busy)- 

45 1 Requested action aborted: local error in processing. 

452 Requested action not taken, 

Insuficient storage space in system. 

500 Syntax error, comrnand unrecognized- 

This may include errors such as comrnand line too long. 

50 1 S yntax error in pararne ters or arguments, 

502 Command not implemented. 

503 Bad sequence of commands. 

504 Command not irnplemented for that parameter. 

530 Not logged in. 

532 Need account for storing fiies. 

550 Requested action not taken, 
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File unavailable (e-g., fide not found, no access)- 

551 Requested action aborted: page type unknown. 

552 Requested file action aboned- 

Exceeded storage allocation (for current directory or dataset). 

553 Requested action not taken. Fie name not aüowed- 
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